Our Justival Party Goers,
First - T-shirts
***Please try to have all your team members signed up by March 12. Anyone who joins the
Bowl-A-Thon after March 12 will be happily welcomed, but will not receive a t-shirt.****
Second - Celebrating and This Week’s Contest
At Our Justice we know that whether it comes to holding the line to protect our families and
communities from oppression, or lifting up our dreams to create new systems that expand our
rights, the coalitions that accomplish this work are diverse and their stories varied. This is
because our lives are complex and the ways we experience freedom and oppression can be
very different. In fact, the term Reproductive Justice was created by women of color in the 90’s
partially because the catch all phrase “pro-choice” simply didn’t encompass the lived
experiences of women of color regarding sex, pregnancy, and parenting.

That’s why this week at Our Justival we wanted to take a moment to celebrate some of the
organizations in our community that make up the ecosystem of our work, and to celebrate the
organizations that you think are important to advancing Reproductive Justice in Minnesota.
Here’s how we are going to do that:
● Step 1: Secure a donation of $10 or more
● Step 2: Give a positive, authentic (meaning that you’ve personally interacted with the
organization in some way) review to an organization connected to our work or to
advancing Reproductive Justice in Minnesota and send us a screenshot (think Google,
Yelp, Facebook, etc).
○ Organizations that support our work
■ Any Member of the Minnesota Choice Coalition: Minnesota National
Organization for Women, Minnesota Religious Coalition for Reproductive
Choice, NARAL Pro-Choice Minnesota, National Council of Jewish Women
Minnesota, Planned Parenthood Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Family Tree Clinic, Gender Justice
■ Any Clinic Providing Abortion Care in Minnesota
■ Any non-profit organization or clinic that is supporting our Bowl-A-Thon
this year (check out the bottom of any Bowl-A-Thon Page)
■ Any other organization or group you can think of whose work directly
supports Reproductive Justice in Minnesota (Trust Collective, The Spiral
Collective, etc)
Every time you do this (secure a donation + give an authentic, positive review & send us a
screen shot), you’ll receive one entry for two tickets to any show at the Jungle Theater!

Ready to bump Our Justival into full swing?! Yeah?! Then let’s show our communities exactly
what kind of party this is. Let’s hit the $40,000 mark by next Thursday and let our communities
know that no matter how much oppression is thrown at us, our power and determination will
still shine bright.
The Staff at Our Justice

